
Our bodies are made of combinations of amino acids, the 
building blocks of life. These amino acids combine into 
chains to form Peptides and Proteins, out of which 
countless number of cells of all body tissues and organs are 
made.
 
Repairing cellular communication is essential to maintain-
ing Health. All cells interact with each other with a system 
of control signals, which are passed from one cell to 
another through our connective tissue system. Once cells 
receive this information, they “know” what to do. All 
biological processes, whether genetic transcription, repair, 
regeneration, cellular division, metabolism, even cellular 
death, are strictly controlled by these Regulatory Signals. 
This process is known as Regulatory Transduction. If these 
signals are not “heard” by the cells or they pass through 
distorted, chaos in the processes that maintain cellular 
metabolism and organ function balance happens.  This can 
lead to disease, degeneration and accelerated aging.
 
As it happens, our bodies already have a built-in source for 
cellular regeneration called Adult Stem Cells. These cells 
are best viewed as a renewable cellular reserve, which can 
be activated in order to renew or replace dying cells and 
repair tissue. Adult Stem Cells are present in all tissues of 
the human body from the moment of birth, and the  primary 
role of adult stem cells in a living organism is to maintain 
and repair the tissues and organs in which they are located.

Science

Speeds recovery from injury and surgery
Minimizes scar formation    
Enhances Cardiovascular Performance
Activates Immune defense system
Modulates an overactive immune response
Enhances metabolism and detoxification
Normalizes Blood sugar metabolism
Enhances Brain function and mood
Improves Neurological conditions
Aids in Weight management and fat metabolism
Supports Endocrine Hormone Balance
Improves Digestion and Absorption
Increases energy endurance and resilience
Improves oxygen supply to organs
Promotes recovery of overexerted organs and tissues
Sharpens concentration and memory

Sports Injuries
Chronic Diseases
Depression and Insomnia
Memory loss and Attention Disorders
Degenerative Conditions
Obesity
Diabetes
Chronic Fatigue
Arthritis
Thyroid Disorders
And many more……..

Benefits

Possible Applications:

For more information please visit our website

www.medix4life.com

Through activation of Adult Stem Cells, with natural 
bio-regulatory proteins (called Regulatory Peptides), you 
can now greatly enhance cellular communication signals 
and dramatically increase the ability and speed at which 
the body repairs.
 
After years of research and millions of dollars spent, 
using the latest advances in nanotechnology, 
Medix4Lifes’ team of scientists have created an unprec-
edented line of technology based nutritional supple-
ments specifically formulated for health practitioners!  
We proudly present our Medix4Life line of products!
 
Medix4Life products are regulatory peptides containing 
proteins that enhance cellular communication signals 
and affect stem cell activation to assist tissue repair and 
restore normal function in targeted organs and tissues. 

Medix4Life products, combined into prescribed 
regimens, show unparalleled results!
 
When cells are damaged or dying, the Regulatory 
Peptides are secreted, activating the Cellular Reserve 
System or Adult Stem Cells to replace dead cells and 
regenerate tissue.
 
Medix4Life products work best when integrated into     a 
complete wellness program because the body must have 
optimum amount of nutrients to build new cells, 
optimize hormone levels, and restore health. Medix4Life 
products will enhance any treatment  program for better 
and faster results.  Most importantly, specific organs and 
tissues can be targeted.

Results like never before!


